
Celebrities such as athletes, actors and musicians earn large salaries compared 
to other professionals. Some people consider this unfair, while others think that 
celebrities deserve to be paid a lot for the work they do. Discuss both points of 
view and give your opinions on the subject 

It’s certainly true that celebrities earn more income also they are present cooperative in 
many advertisements which are not related to their carriers careers or many department 
stores , hotels, restaurants and more places will be established because of their fame 
and fortune.

People who are against to this idea claim that their education in many cases doesn’t 
show any direct correlation with their activities but an obvious positive point has been 
have determined; , they have much effort much to be professional so , education and 
theoretical matters can’t be a satisfied satisfactory response for those who have talents 
and abilities. 

Many believe, celebrities can’t live as comfortablye such as others. Not only are they 
under people’s s scrutiny look (focus), but also their family are ready to face deal with 
many strange gossips. They can’t be free in everywhere. Always people are keen to 
take autographs/signatures or take several pictures with them. Life is hardship certainly 
hard for celebrities certainly.

The last point that I mentionfinally, their “magnificent life” wouldn’t be last foreverfor a 
long times, perhaps their salaries must be saved for future when they do not have 
hadn’t any positions for them or whenever they will be retired.

They perform voluntarily or travel to poor areas to be beneficial members in the world,. 
for this reason, they can be a perfect/greatfabulous example especially for the youth.

I believe they live in difficulty, so, if they have been chosen by talent not payola and 
favoritism, they deserve for some part of their income which they gain with their deeds 
not for their appearance or impresamotto.

To conclude, the outcome will depends on a number of personalities, in fact they are 
cusses of many exciting and entertainment actions in our life, so, we spend an 
enormous price to enjoy our life and being happy. 
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